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Mineralogy and Chemistry of 
the Hagerstown Soil In 

Missouri 
J. E. BRYDON AND C. E. MARSHALL 

INTRODUCTION 

Limesrone soils occupy a large porrion of Missouri south of the g laciated 
area. They show profile characteristics which sharply differentiate them from the 
loessial, glacial and alluvial soils ro rhe norrh of the Missouri River. They differ 
widely amongst themselves both in appearance and fertility level. The experience 
gained in the previous study of a glacial soil ( 12) has now been applied to a 
limestone soil. In reporting this work it is therefore possible to devote less space 
to experimental methods and more to questions of soil genesis. 

The H agerstown soil was chosen for several re;~sons. It is derived from 
dolomitic limestone low in cherr concenc; hence the profile does noc include 
layers of chert which make pedological incerprccation very difficult. The lime
scone formations which give rise to chis soil are of relatively high uniformicy 
and considerable thickness. The incidence of purely pedological faccots should 
therefore become apparent on close study. This is of parcicular interest because 
limestone soils have always proved difficult co place in a genetic scheme of soil 
classification. The Hagerstown series occurs in Missouri and in ocher states to 
the east, in a region of transition from the gray-brown podzolic soils of the north, 
co the red-yellow soils ot che south. It is not certain whether it belongs to 
either of these groups or whether it should be included with ocher li mestone 
soils in an encirely separate grouping. The three alcernacives all find support in 
the li cer-acure. 

A considerable amount of chemical and mineralogical informacion is already 
available on soils of che Hagerstown series, mainly chose in Pennsylvania, Mary
land, Kencucky and Tennessee, with one example: :llso from Missouri. T hus 
comparisons of our results with chose found at ocher localities are possible. 

GENETIC PROBLEMS OF THE HAGERSTOWN SERI ES 
Rtview of the Littrature. The Hagerstown Soil Series has been classified by 

the United Scates Department of Agriculture Soil Survey (29) into two differ
ent Great Soil Groups. In Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia it is classified as 
a Gray-Brown Podzolic, whereas in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri it is classi
fied as a Red Podzolic soil. 



The type locality of the Hagerstown silt lo~m is lt Hagersrown, Maryland. 
The broad limestone ''alley. extending from Pennsylvania through Maryland and 
into Virginil, is the largest area of Hagerstown soils (30). Other areas occur in 
cenrtll Kenrud.1· and Tennessee and in rhe eastern Ozarks of Missouri . Marbut 
( 40. 41) in 1910 and 1914 recognized the existence of the Hagerstown in the 
eastern Ozarks. H e related rhc soils o f chis area co che geology and topography 
and stared that certain of the soils are "demonstrably derived" from the rocks 
underly ing them. The names he gave are unmistakable. O n the eastern border 
extending south from Perryville, he recognized the soil as being similar co the 
Hagerstown in the eastern United Sratcs. However. in and around rhe Sr. Francois 
Mounrains. while rhc description of the soil is similar, he called che soil the 
Fredericktown. T wo sub·divisions were the Caledonia and the Bismarck soils. 

Marbut and co-workers :It the United Stares Deparcmenr of Agriculrure(41) 
assigned rhe Hagerstown to the Limestone Valleys and Uplands Province. They 
describe the Hagerstown :ts prevailingly brown in color with a l ight brown co 
reddish brown subsoi l. In some areas the subsoil is red or dull red. 

Miller and K rusckopf (45) describe the Hagerstown in Missouri as red lime
scone land occurring in bclrs running norch and south conforming to outcrops 
of limestone from which ic is derived. The topography is undulating to hilly 
and the \'egecarion is hardwood forest although the majority of the land with no 
outcrops has been cleared. The soil is a b rown, reddish-brown or yellowish brown 
silty clay grading inro a heav)• clay loam. 

Since the Hagersrown has been classified as both a Gray-Brown Podzolic 
and a Red Podzolic soil. ic is necessary to discuss rhe concepts of formation of 
these two Grear Soil Groups as they are known today. T he principal mechanism 
of formation of the Gray-Brown Podzolic is supposed co be illuvi:ltion and 
cluviarion of clay material from the A co che B horizons of che profile, resulting 
in a characteristic dar-rich B horizon. T he exact mechanism is not known. 

Several concepts have been proposed for the development of the Red 
Podzolic soils and have been reviewed by Simonson (56): 

a. Due tO a changing climate, podzoiization has ser in upon a lateritic soil 
material; bur there is evidence chat laterizarion is going on now in these areas 
and the climate is nor typical of a podzo l. 

b. "Tension Zones" are supposed co exist between rhe areas of the true 
laterite and rhe true podzol co give this type of soil. However, Red Podzolic 
soils ue found in the tropics where no tension zone is apparent. 

c. An intensive illuviarion-eluviacion process occurs whereby material is 
translocated from the A horizon; bur the A horizon is roo thin co give all the 
clay char is found in rhe B and C horizons in these soils. 

Simonson has proposed char rhe dominant processes involved are formation 
of clay minerals in deeper horizons and destruction of these minerals in che up
per horizons. He gives several reasons for chis explanation. T he zone of maxi· 
mum clay is usually below che B horizon. In srudies of rhe clay fraction of four 
Red-Yellow Podzolic soils (49) kaolinite was found co increase with depth co 
the C horizon, and deposicional differences, or translocation of rhe materials from 
the A horizon down, were ruled our as possible causes of chis increase. Since it 



has been found chat kaolinite is formed almost simultaneously wich the disinte
gration of rock in the Piedmont region (4), Simonson chinks chat formation of 
kaolinite is active in the C horizons of these four soils. 

He postulates that che chief difference between the Red-Yellow Podzolic 
and Gray Brown Podzol ic soils is that the clay minerals tend co disappear from 
the soJurns of che Red-Yeilow Podzolic soils whereas they rend to accumulate 
in soJurns of che Gray Brown Podzolic soils. A preponderance of kaolinite has 
often been used to distinguish che Red-Yellow Podwlic soils, buc there is evi
dence that chis is noc always the case. 

On che ocher hand, Alexander and co-workers in 1939 (3 ), who made a 
chemical study of several Gray-Brown Podzolic and Red Podzolic soils derived 
from limestones, show char there is striking similarity among these soils. In all 
cases there was a continual increase in clay concenc down co, and including, chc 
C horizon. The pH values of the soils were all low (from 4 to 5) in the B hori
zons, indicating r-dther excreme weathering conditions. However, in all cases, 
while che amount of free iron oxides varies from one soil to another, chcre was 
a uniformity of distribution in any o ne profile. The colors of che soils bore no 
relationship co che amounts of iron oxides. The Missouri Hagerstown has an 
A horizon similar to chat in Pennsylvania, buc che B and C horizons were red
dish and more like che D ewey subsoil. Alexander and co-workers said they 

doubted that the Missouri Hagerstown was a true Hagerstown. 
The results of their analyses of che Hagerstown sample taken near Hazel 

Run, Mo., are given in Table 1. While there are some variations from horizon 

TABLE !--ANALYSIS OF HAGERSTOWN SILT LOAM, HAZEL RUN, MO. , 
AFTER ALEXANDER, BYERS AND EDGINGTON (3) 

At 0- 411 light grayish-brown silt loam laminated 
A2 4-1611 light grayish-brown sUt loam, light brown spots in gray laminated 
Bl 16-2111 grayish brown silty clay, very granular 
B2 21-3111 brown silty clay, angular structure, black coating 
C3 31-54" red silty clay angular blocky black coatings 

Sand 
Silt 
Clay 
pH 

Total Soil sto2 
Al203 
Fe203 
cao 
MgO 
K20 

Colloids 
sto2 
A12o3 
Fe2o3 
CaO 
MgO 
K20 
Si0z/R2o3 
S102fFe203 

2.2 2.2 .9 
81.8 79.9 68.5 
14.6 16.9 30.2 
7.1 6.1 5.5 

80.64 80.96 75.96 
8.42 8.65 11.55 
2.46 2.59 3.88 

.54 .42 .43 

.48 .46 .71 
1.94 1.95 2.03 

45.51 46.49 46.71 
24.75 24.96 26.54 

9.61 9.95 10.27 
.96 .86 .77 

1.70 1.75 1.97 
2.09 2.15 1.84 
2.50 2.50 2.40 

12.6 12.4 12.1 

1.0 
60.2 
38.9 
4.7 

72.32 
13.97 
4.80 

.42 

.84 
1.81 

46.74 
27.15 
10.50 

.70 
1.62 
1.61 
2.38 

12.0 

1.4 
60.8 
37.8 
4.6 

74.14 
13.15 
4.57 

.29 

.72 
1.75 

46.12 
28.52 
10.71 

.68 
1.06 
1.55 
2.21 

11.4 
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co horizon in che chemical analyses of the coral soil, these are explained when 
one considers the variation in the amount of clay from horizon to horizon. The 
authors do not scace whether the variation in clay content is an inherited or a 
genetic characteristic. Their analyses of the clay were similar in results to chose 
obtained by Robinson and Holmes (52), who analyzed chemically che less chan 
0.3 micron clay from the Hagerstown in Fredericktown County, Md. 

Jeffries and White (29) made mineralogical and chemical analyses of a vir
gin Hagerstown profile from State College, Pa. The coca! analyses were similar 
to other examples but there was more sand than in any of che ocher Hagerstown 
samples. There was an increase in clay with depth and a break in che mineralogi
cal distribution ac the boccom of the B, horizon, probably indicating cwo differ
ent parent materials. The variations in heavy minerals were small. 

Morgan and Obenshain ( 48) studied a Hagerstown profile in souchwesc 
Virginia. They found small amounts of sand, a low pH, an increase in clay con
cent co the C horizon where it was 75 percent, and a uniformity of iron oxide 
disrribucion from horizon to horizon. 

McCaughey and Fry (34) in 1~13 studied the mineralogy of soiis from vari
ous pans of che United Scates. They found in the Hagerscown a predominence 
of quartz and potassium feldspars, as did Jeffries. On che basis of two different 
forms of quartz they concluded chat there was a mixture of parent materials. 

Alexander et at. (5) studied che minerals present in the less than 0.3 micron 
clay from the B2 horizon of the Hagerstown analyzed in their earlier paper (3). 
On the basis of chemical analyses, X-ray diffraction and differential thermal an
alyses, they estimated 40 percent kaolin, 40 percent hydrous mica, 7 percent iron 
oxides, 5 percent quartz and no montmorillonite. 

From these investigations certain faces are apparent regarding the character
istics of the Hagerstown soils. There is an increase in day contenc down to the 
C horizon. In all samples except Jeffries' there is an extremely low content of 
sand. The pH of the soils decreases with depth to a rather low value in the B 
horizon . T he amount of free iron oxides follows the distribution of the clay 
within the profiles and is rather uniform. The low pH suggests an acidic weath
ering of the soil and che low pH of the C horizon itself is significant. None of 
the investigators sampled below the C horizons and there are not enough min
eralogical analyses co assign the Hagerstown to either of the Great Soil Groups 
according to Simonson's criteria. 

Because of che similarities of the limestone soils studied by Alexander et at. 
(3), it is interesting co noce chat G. W. Robinson has devoted a chapter in his 
book (51) to soils associated with calcareous parent materials. He states that 
they are "grouped together for descriptive purposes, not necessarily because they 
form a major group in a world system." The limestone soils are divided into 
1) the grayish or black rendzina-type soils and 2) the red or reddish-brown soils 
such as the terra rossa. Glinka is credited with the observation chat while soft 
limestones produce rendzina soils, hard limestones produce the reddish soils. 
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Mohr and van Baren ( 47, p. 463) point out chat there is no explanation in 
the literature for the considerable thickness of residuum apparently derived from 
a pure limestone. The)' believe char air-borne material is responsible in many, 
if nor all, cases. Another batHing problem is the reason for che development of 
che reddish color of these soils. The total amount of free and combined iron may 
nor be significantly different from che amount present in ocher soils, and yec the 
reddish color is dominant. 

]. van Baren ( 60), in discussing the Limestone Soils of che Ease Indies, seated 
chat the red color is independent of temperature. rainfall, orographic height, 
vegetation, and humus content. H e concluded chat the color of a limestone soil 
is independent of climate, and char the ocher properties of a limestone soil are 
solely dependent on rhc limestone and irs properties. 

Thus, limestone soils might be considered incrazonal soils, since similar soils 
are found in different climatic environments, and presumably are a function of 
parent material. At any rare, Robinson (~I) has assigned che Hagerstown Series 
co che reddish·brown limestone soil group. This may account for che face char 
che Hagerstown series bas been classified inro rwo different Grear Soil Groups. 

J ackson and Sherman (26) have made an exhaustive survey of the licerarure 
and have arrived ac a geographic correlation, in which cerrain mineral suites in 
soil clays are divided in co a series of weathering stages, which are, in turn, asso
ciated with the major soil groups. Fieldes and Swindaie (17) suggest char che 
nature of che parent material muse be used also in such a correlation. Grim (21, 
p. 340) has shown char rhe clay mineral composition of soils can be related co 
both the Grear Soil Groups, i.e. co clim:ue. and co che nature of the parent ma
ter ial. A greater emphasis was placed on che parent marerials by Ross and 
Hendricks (54) chan by an}' of che aforementioned :~uchors. 

Van Houcen (61) bas an:1lyzed the clay minerals in some 40 soils and under
lying sedimentary rocks across che United Scares. The dominant clay mineral in 
che soil differed from char of che rock in only a few cases. He poi need our char 
care muse be taken char the effects of climate are distinguished from parent ma
terial in a discussion of che clay miner:tls of a given soil. 

In the initial scagc:s of geochemical weathering :tnd in immature soils, rhc 
narure of rhc unstable minerals present determines chc environment and che re
actants. Unless this environment is quickly a ltered. che unstable mincr:tls will 
determine che clay minc:r:ds formed (17). Afccr a sufficienrl)' long rime. in a 
g iven macro environment. various parcnr m:acri;tls will tend to give the s:tme 
clay material, i.e., che zonality of clay formation becomes apparent. According 
co Grim (21, p. 343), "a significant condition in weathering is rhe presence of 
alkalis and alkaline earchs'in the environment of alcerarion, and rhe length of 
rime they remain in the environmenr after their liberation from the parenr ma
rerials." The dominant clay minerals found in calcareous sediments arc ill ices and 
moncmorillonices (21, p. 343). The weathering regime will be alkaline unci! the 
carbonates are removed. Following chis, podzolizarion or lacerizacion may occur, 
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depending upon rhe climate. Alexander et a/. (5) studied a wide range of soils, 

including several derived from limescones in the eastern United States. Kaolinite, 
varying from 40 to 70 percent, and illi te, varying from 10 ro 40 percent were 

the major clay minerals formed in these limestone soils. No montmorillonite 

was found, bur arnorphorus and crystalline iron oxides, varying from 5 to 13 per

cent, were present. 
Carroll and Hathaway ( 15) scudied in derail a soil profile developed from 

the Lenoir limestone in Virginia. The rock contained hydrous mica with minor 

amounts of monrmorillonite and kaolinite. In the soil, kaolinite was the domin
ant mineral wirh small amounts of chlorite in the surface horizons and ill ite in 

the horizons near the rock. 

GEOLOGY OF THE M ISSOURI 
H AGERSTOWN REGION 

The central core of rhe Ozark Region is composed of Pre-Cambrian igneous 
rocks. These are porphyries and granites with a variety of textures. Overlying 

these and lapping up to them in che Sr. Francois Mountain area are various rocks 

of paleozoic age. The first is the LaMotte sandstone of lower Upper Cambrian 
time which is arkosic or quarczitic. Next is the Bonneterre Dolomite which is 

normally 375 feet chick. The Davis shale overlies the Bonneterre and is in rum 
covered by the Eminence-Potosi lirnesmne. 

The lower part of the Bonneterre is sandy while the upper is coarsely crys

ralline, light gray in color, and has many vugs with dolomite and calcite crystals. 

Glauconite is an important impurity. Tarr (59) scares char the glauconite is large
ly confined to the lower 50 feer but occurs in smaller amounts in rhe upper parr. 

Dake (6), however, found that the Bonneterre Dolomite on the west side of che 

Sc. Francois Mountains in the Porosi-Edgehill Quadrangle was different from 
that on the east side. The lower portions consist of a crystalline fine-grained, 

buffcolored dolomite, sparingly mottled with gray, with a smooch weathering 

surface. The upper portions were more massive, more coarsely crystalline and a 

lighter gray color. It has numerous vugs and calcite ccyscals and the exposed 
weathered surfaces were cavernous and pieced. Numerous seams and splotches 

of green glauconite were found. 
Buckley gives che description of the Bonneterre from cores taken from a 

well boring ac Palmer on che wesr side of che Pocosi-Edgehill quadrangle. His 
description is as follows, reading from che bottom up: 

0'- 18'- dark gray dolomite, wirh cavities, porous, no glauconite. 
18'- 20'-dense dolomite, chin dark shale partings 
20'- 44'- dark co light gray dolomite, medium grained, crystalline 
44'- 98'-dark gray crystalline dolomite, medium grained, shale partings, 

scylolices 
98'-108'- dark gray dolomite, porous or hard, fine grained, brown on weather

ed surfaces 
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108'-156'- dark gray porous, honey-combed and cavernous dolomite 
156'- 204'-very fi nely porous light gray dolomite, irregular layers and seams of 

green shale 
204'- 277'-light gray dolomite, irregular cavities, small pores lined wi th calcite 

McQueen (39) divided the Bonneterre dolomite (as ic occurred on the east 
side of the Sc. Francois Moun cains) inco several zones: 

1. 0 co 35 feet above the LaMorre- dark gray, fine grained, silty Qr argillace
ous dolomite, gives a red sandy soil on weathering. 

2. Maximum thickness 150 feec - white or gray dolomite finely crystalline, 
compact and hard. Green clay occurs in small amounts as irregular masses filling 
vugs in the dolomite. Ic appears co be common co che cop of che formation bur 
may occur in ochers. 

3. Massive, very dark brown, finely crystalline, hard and compact, rather 
pure buc has organic matter giving dark color. 

Allen (6) scared chat the Bonneterre dolomite in places contains 40 co 50 
percent glauconite. While many glauconites contain rutile needles, chc: Bon
neterre: glauconite does nor and, in face, there is a great scarcity of any of che 
heavy minerals in che Bonneterre. 

Ic is apparent chat the: Bonneterre dolomite varies a g reat deal from place to 
place as well as wi thin a column at any given sire. On the ease side of che Sc. 
Francois Mountains che lower part is sandy and has a very high proportion of 
glauconite incorporated in a fine grained dolomite. The upper portions are purer 
dolomite, varying from fine co coarse-crystalline with vugs containing dolomite 
and calcite crystals. Glauconite occurs in chin seams and panings throughout the 
formation. On the west side of the mountains, che lower parr of che dolomite is 
generally a line grained, porous, buff-colored rock with thin gray shale partings. 
The upper portions vary in cexcure and have irregular seams of green shale:. 

Hand specimens collected in chis investigation from che country rock on che 
west side of che mountains contained, in splotches, a small amount of gray shale
like material. O n che ocher hand, a drill core of Bonneterre dolomite, taken 
from the eastern portion, and obtained through the courtesy of Dr. C. S. Ross, 
was a rather uniform dark green in color. 

FIELD CH ARACTERISTICS O F THE 
HAGERST O W N PROFILE 

The Sampling Site. 

In Sr. Francois County many examples of che Hagerstown silt loam occur, 
but because of che likelihood of loess contamination, it was decided to consider 
the area in southern Washington County and northern Iron County near che 
town of Caledonia. Although this area has not been covered by a derailed soil 
survey, the soils were very similar to those near Farmingron. T he Hagerstown 
predominates ncar the contact of rhe Bonneterre wich the LaMotte Sandsrone. 
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To the west, where the Davis outcrops occur , there is a sharp transition between 

the Hagerstown silt loam and a gra)•ish-brown si lt loam soil similar, if nor 

identical, co the Lebanon. From irs position ir is a reasonable assumption char 

the Hagerstown in chis area was formed from the residue of rhe middle of the 

Bonneterre formation. The Lebanon-like soil was considered co be derived from 

the residue of rhe upper pare of the Bonneterre and probably parr of the over

lying Davis formation. 
To obtain if possible, a Hagerstown profile derived entirely from the Bon

neterre dolomite, sampling was done as near co the LaMotte Sandstone outcrops 

as possible. A favorable location was chosen at S.E. ~, S.W. ~, Sec. 19, T35N., 

R3E, 0.9 mile south of rhe Washington Counry line and ~ mile S.W. of high

way 21. The elevation was 960 feet at the sampling sire and decreased ro about 

880 feet at Saline Creek ro rhe west and north. The slope co the north was 2.5 

percent and to the west it was 3 percent. Outcrops of dolomi te occurred on the 

slopes making them unfit for agriculrural production but capable of supporting 

excellent forests. Hard maple was rhe predominant tree wirh several white and 

chinquapin oaks and some elm, hickory, ash, and red oak. The soil has develop

ed under forest vegetation, bur where no outcrops occur, it makes good farm 

land. 
The sampling sire was ar the top of a low ridge having a horizontal surface, 

extending south and ultimately decreasing in height coward rhe south. To rhe 

N.E. and S.E. rhe topography is gently rolling with outcrops occurring on the 

lower slopes. These outcrops consist of Bonneterre dolomite and grade into the 

LaMotte Sandstone at Sa.line Creek to the north. The rock is a calcareous dolo

mice with vugs containing large calcite crysta ls, grading into sandy dolomite 

with grayish streaks at the contact with rhe underlying LaMotte. In the vicinity 

of chis cont·acr there was a very dark red soil. 
The field containing rhe sire was a rotation pasrure consisting of sweet clover 

and lespedeza which had been seeded in 1953. There was evidence of erosion on 

the slopes but apparenrly only slight erosion had occurred ar the ridge cop. 

The unconsolidated material was 100 inches chick at the site and was under

lain by Bonneterre dolomite similar co char occurring in the ourcrops. 

There was good field evidence char the Hagerstown was derived from rhe 

Bonneterre. Since no chert was found, there could nor be any contamination 

from the Potosi and Eminence limestone formations. The soil was underlain by 

the Bonneterre dolomite and, therefore, cou id nor be derived from rhe LaMorre 

Sandstone. Since the LaMorte outcrops ar the Creek, a short distance away, and 

since the dolomite fitted rhe description of the lower Bonneterre, there could 

only be a small thickness of Bonneterre dolomite under the sample site. A few 

miles to the west, rhe upper Bonneterre was found in che outcrops, followed by 

the Davis shale on which grayish-yellow soils were found. As will be seen, there 

was only a small amount of very fine sand in lll of the horizons sampled and, 

therefore, ir could not have been derived from the Davis formation. From rhcse 
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considerations, ic muse be considered char the soil was derived from the middle 
and upper Bonneterre dolomite. 

Description of the P rofile. 

Following is a descriprion of the soil sample and rwo rock samples rhat 
were obtained wirh the assisrance of Dr. M. E. Springer. 

The Hagerstown Silt Loam 

Location: S.E. \4, S.W. \4, Sec. 19, T35N., R3E, cop of small knoll. level co 1 per
cent slope surrounded by 3 percent slope. 

Native Vegetation: mixed hardwood including maple and ash. 

Cover: Mixed sweer clover-lespedeza-grass pasrure. 

Parent Material: Bonneterre Dolomite 

Climate: Mean annual cemperarure 54-56°F, 42-48 inches annual minfall spread 
over all mon rhs of year. 

Drainage: moderately good, borh surface and internal. 

Sample number, horizon, depth and description: 
1. A, 0- 7" A dark-brown, friable, heavy silt loam with moderareiy develop-

ed fine-granular scrucrure. 7.5YR 4/4 pH 6.3 
2. A3 7-10" A reddish-brown, firm, silty clay loam with moderately develop· 

ed coarse-granular srructure. 5YR 4/7 pH 6.2 
3. B, 10-12" A dark red, very firm silty clay with well developed fine sub-

angular blocky structure. 2.5YR 3/6 pH 6.0 
4. B2 , 12-19" A dark red, very firm, silcy clay with well developed line sub-

angular blocky scruccure. 2.5YR 3/6 pH 4.6 
5. B22 19- 25" A dark red and yellowish-red, moccled, very firm, silty clay wi th 

moderately developed medium sub-angular blocky structure. 
Many medium-size concretions. 2.5YR 3/6 and 5YR 4/6. 

pH 4.8 
6. B23 24-33" A moccled dark red and reddish-brown, very firm, sil ty clay with 

black coatings, a moderately developed medium sub-anguiar 
blocky structure, and numerous large concretions. 5YR 4/4 and 
2.5YR 3/6. pH 4.8 

7. B2• 33-43" A reddish-brown, slightly plastic silty clay, with poorly develop· 
ed, medium sub-angul:\r blocky structure, and numerous black 
coatings and large concretions. 5YR 4/ 4 pH 4.8 

8. B3 43-54" A moccled yellowish-red and light brown, very plastic, waxy, 
day, with poorly developed line sub-angular blocky srrucrure, 
and wirh numerous concretions and many black coatings. SYR 
4/6 and 7.5YR 6/4 pH 4.8 

9. C 54-64" A strong brown, very plast ic, waxy clay wich' pinkish-gray 
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splotches and black coatings, and with a poorly developed fine 
sub-angular blocky structure. 7.5YR 5/6, 75YR 7/ 2 pH 5.6 

10. 64- 76" A mottled dark brown, very dark brown and pinkish-gray mas-
sive, very plastic waxy clay. Material has shiny appearance as if 
licde soil formation had occurred. 7.5YR 4/4 7.5YR 2/10, 
7.5YR 7/2 pH 7.0 

11. 76-94" Same as above pH 7.3 
12. 94- 100" A light gray co brownish-yellow disintegrated rock which crum-

bles readily. pH 7.7 
13. A buff colored, rather uniform, porous dolomite with medium

sized grains taken at 100" in the profile. The specimen con
contained some red streaks bur no seams of shaley material. It 
effervesced slowly with cold dilute HCI. 

14. A gray, slightiy porous dolomite with some medium and some 
large-sized calcite and dolomite grains. Very thin seams of gray 
clay material were abundant. This specimen was taken on high
way C, two miles west of highway 21. 

Consecutive vertical samples were taken from the exposed face of the profi le 
as the pic was dug. Volume weight cores were taken in triplicate down ro 94 
inches. Difficulty was experienced in getting a true core in the waxy clay hori
zons. 

MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES 

Outline of Methods. 

After the soil profile was selected, samples were taken of each horizon, of 
che underlying rock, and of a dolomite outcrop originating timher up in the geo
logical column. The exchange chemisrry and mechanical analyses were deter
mined on each of the horizons. The carbonates also were determined. The 
carbonates were removed from the two rock specimens and the insoluble residue 
was separated into irs various size frac tions. Heavy minerals were separated 
from the very fine sand fraccion and examined with che petrographic micro
scope; the proportions of light minerals were determined qualitatively with the 
X-ray diffraccomerer. 

The clay fract ion was examined by physical and chemical methods. The 
former methods were chose normally used by clay mineralogists, and the latter 
was accomplished by determining the titration curves (42). Derailed methods 
are described in sections dealing with che various aspects. 

A. Volume Weight (bulk density) Determinations. 

The volume weight cores were brought inro the laboratory and weighed 
immediately. After drying to constant weight, the volume weights were calcu-
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Jared and are shown in Table 2 along with che percent moisture. Volume weights 
were relatively constant down co rhe C horizon and decreased with depth below 
char horizon. The moisture content increased continually wirh depth, reflecting 
the increasing clay content shown by the profile description. 

TABLE 2--VOLUME WEIGHTS OF THE HAGERSTOWN PROFILE 
Sample Depth in Volume 
Number Horizon Inches Weight 

1 A1 0- 7 1.39 
2 A3 7- 10 1.33 
3 B1 10- 12 1.37 
4 B21 12- 19 1.40 
5 B22 19- 25 1.45 
6 B23 25- 33 1.40 
7 B24 33- 43 1.46 
8 B3 43- 54 1.43 
9 c 54- 64 1.23 

10 64- 76 1.13 
11 76- 94 1.14 
12 94-100 

% 
Moisture 

13.2 
19.5 
21.2* 
23.0 
23.6 
25.3 
26.3 
31.1 
42.3 
44.1 
38.4 
- ... --** 

*The Bl horizon was too thin to sample. The figures quoted are averages of the 
A3 and B21 horizons. 

**Volume weights not taken since they are meaningless in this zone of free lime
stone. 

B. Mechanical Analysis 

(1) Pretreatment of soil and rock. 
(a) Soil sampk: The bulk soil samples were air-dried and sieved through a 

10 mesh sieve. Triplicate 20-gm. samples were treated with dilute HCJ and 
washed until free of sales and carbonates; organic matter was removed wirh 
H202. 

(b) Rock sampks: The rock specimens were cleaned and a portion was shat
tered ro give small chips. Selected chips were crushed and sieved through a 10 
mesh sieve. Several methods for dissolving carbonates were cried in order ro ob
tain the insoluble residue wirhour arracking the clay material roo drastically. 
Treatments with carbonated water, with hydrogen sarurated Amberlite and by 
electrodialysis were found too slow to be practical. Hydrochloric acid (1:1) was 
added dropwise to a stirred suspension of 100 gm. of rhe rock ar 80 ro 100° C. 
The pH was not allowed co fail below 3. Periodically the <5 micron material 
was decanted to avoid unneccessary contact with rhe acid. When all carbonates 
had been removed, the flocculated material was washed until ir dispersed. A 
small amount of sodium carbonate was added co aid in the dispersion. The sam
ple was separated into fractions as outlined below. 

(2) Determinative Procedures. 

After removal of organic matter, che soil samples were made slightly alka
line with sodium hydroxide and the rota! clay <zp. was removed by repeated 
sedimentation and decantation. The two silc fractions, 2-5p. and 5-20p., were 
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removed in the same way, using the appropriate sedimentation times. The sands 
were wet-sieved on a 270 mesh sieve, chen sieved dry into the different fractions 
and weighed. Since there was an abundance of iron coatings and concretions, the 
silts and sands were created by Jeffries' method (28) co remove free iron oxides. 
The materials were reseparated and the residual fractions were reported in the 
mechanical analysis. 

Aliquots of che clay suspension obtained from the first sedimentations were 
dried and weighed to gee the percent clay. The <0.2 micron and che 2-0.2 mi
cron clay were eleccrodialized to remove soluble cations and g lycerine. The clays 
were diluted co 200 mi. volume and aliquots were taken to gee rhe percentage 
fine and coarse clay. Table :'> shows the mechanical analysis. 

The total weight of all the fractions was used as the basis for all calcula
tions, rather than the washed, organic matter-free weight. Clay was removed be
fore Jeffries ' treacmenr and, therefore, contained free ion oxides. The ocher frac
tions were all carbonate and iron oxide-free. This conforms co che method used 
by Barshad for his profile calculations. 

I 

(3) Results. 
It may be seen chat the amounts of the different sand size fractions varied 

markedly from horizon co horizon (Table 3). To show the effect of the rreat
ment, Table 4 was sec up, giving the residue as percent of the original fraction. 
The values are very erratic with no uniformity in an)' one size fracrion. How
ever, the samples below the C horizon rend co have the lowest residue. While 
there is a loss in weight due co solution of the iron oxides, there will also be a 
gain in weight in the smaller fractions due co a liberation of fine particles en
trapped in rhe concrerions. Thus, a larger Joss in weight would be expected in 
the coarser fractions chan in rhe finer fracrions. 

The profile is characrerized by a high clay conrenr below the B,. horizon. 
There is a conrinual increase in clay concenc down to rhe C horizon where it 
remains relarively constant down to horizon Number 12. The increase is primari
ly due co the <o.2 micron clay, since the 2-0.2 micron fraction increases only 
slightly and has rarher uniform disrribucion. There is a small irregular variation 
in the different sand fractions but nor enough co show a real change with depth. 
The silts decrease continually with depth and dwp off shuply ac the C horizon. 

The A 1 horizon has a slightly coarser cexcure chan any of the ochers. This 
may be due ro loess conramination or ro eluviacion of clay ro the lower horizons. 
The sample at 94-100 inches (Number 12) shows a high proportion of silt, par
ticularly in the 2-5 micron fraction. During che mechanical separation, the sus
pensions of sample Number 12 appeared very micaceous. It was assumed chat 
chis was clay marerial from rhe rock which was not as well subdivided as in sam
ple Number 11 above ir. 

(4) Discussion. 
Variation in mechanical composition found between samples 1?> and 14 



TABLE 3--MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF HAGERSTOWN PROFILE AS PERCENT OF RESIDUE FROM PRETREATMENT 
Depth Size Fractions 

Sample Hori- in 56-20 20-5 5- 2 2-0.2 minus 0.2 
Number zon Inches 2-1 mm 1-0.25 mm 0.25-0.1 mm 0. 1-0.05 mm micron micron micron micron micron 

1 At 0- 7 0.14 2.35 1.74 0.59 34.81 34.66 5.02 9.45 11.22 
2 A3 7- 10 .07 1.58 0.99 .33 30.54 30.25 6.07 13.63 16.53 
3 B1 10- 12 .06 1.17 .83 .31 25.76 29.50 5.91 17.83 18.63 
4 B21 12- 19 .05 1.34 .88 .39 29.22 28.70 6.12 18.13 20.06 
5 B22 19- 25 .08 1.63 .81 .19 22.95 27.64 6.00 26.21 14.45 
6 B23 25- 33 .05 1.51 .92 .32 20.54 23.50 5.33 20.47 27.36 
7 B24 33- 43 .27 1.31 .82 .33 16.88 18.58 4.98 25.47 31.38 
8 B3 43- 54 .19 1.05 .59 .31 10.75 12.88 4.52 30.18 39.53 
9 c 54- 64 .06 .41 .62 .27 5.52 5.71 3.98 27.12 58.00 

10 --- 64- 76 .08 .82 .98 .38 3 .77 7.27 3.51 26.29 56.91 
11 --- 76- 94 .02 .19 .26 .11 3.34 6.51 2.67 21.63 65.25 
12 --- 94-100 .22 .93 .98 .73 5.48 28.79 19.04 24.67 19. 15 
13 rock 100 0.00 5.42 12.36 10.13 1.47 14.82 13.77 19.93 21.58 
14 outcrop ------ 0.00 .05 .14 1.70 8.86 10.12 13.91 23.84 41.84 

TABLE 4--EFFECT OF JEFFRIES TREATMENT ON THE VARIOUS 
FRACTIONS OF THE HAGERSTOWN PROFILE; RESIDUE 

EXPRESSED AS PERCENT OF ORIGINAL FRACTION 
Sample 
Number 2-1 mm 1-0.25 mm 0.25- 0.1 mm 0.1-0.05 mm 50-20 micron 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

12.1 49.2 70.3 
11.0 50.6 72.6 
15.4 46.8 64. 1 
10.9 46.6 66.2 
15.8 47.4 42.1 
13.8 64.0 57.2 
46.9 55.2 48.6 
35.4 44.6 30.4 
24.2 22.2 20.2 
46.8 64.5 41.3 
20.0 35.4 15.3 
69.7 58.1 39.2 

51.7 
52.5 
41.1 
54.7 
15.8 
29.4 
24.0 
20.3 
9 .6 

14.4 
4.7 

30.3 

94.3 
93.2 
95.8 
95.1 
92.8 
89.3 
85.3 
74.8 
89.p 
75.2 
67.7 
84.5 

:::0 
~ 
tTl 
> 
:>:> 
() 

:r: 
IJ:I 
c: ... 
!;; 
..; -z 
0. 
V> 
V> 

~ 

V> 
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shows chat che Bonneterre dolomite gives residues of widely different character 
in different layers. Not only is che coral sand greater in sample 13 below the 
soil than in sample 14 from an adjacent outcrop, but the proportions of the frac
tions as compared with one another are different. This extends also to the rwo 
clay fractions, 2- 0.2p. and < 0.2p.. The appearance of similar but less extreme 
variations within the profile samples is rhus not surprising. Down tO 19 inches 
(samples (1-4) rhe ratios beween different fractions remain closely alike, so char 
uniformity of parent material might reasonably be inferred. Sample 5 (19-25 
inches), however, differs markedly from chose above in rhe following ratios: 
1.0-1.25 mm sand/0.1-0.05 mm sand; 0.25-0.1 mm sand/0.1-0.05 mm sand; 2.0-
0.2J-t clay/< 0.2J-t clay. Samples 6, 7 and 8, although containing less sand and 
more clay, show similar ratios co those of samples 1 co 4. Samples 9, 10, 11, and 
12 are all distinctive in two or more of t hese ratios. Ic muse be concluded chat 
the parent residues were non-uniform. 

The question then arises whee her the operation of pedological processes can 
be recognized or inferred. The ratio, coarse clay I fine clay, is helpful in this 
connection. Clay movement downward by simple eluviarion normally affects the 
fine clay more chan the coarse. Bur in the 19-25 inch layer (sample 5) t here is 
a sharp increase in coarse clay and decrease in fine clay, compared with the over
lying and underlying horizons, in all of which the fine clay slightly exceeds rhe 
coarse clay. Then at 54-64 inches we encounter a horizon with a much higher 
proportion of fine clay. The latter increases down co 94 inches, then decreases 
very sharply close co the rock, (sample 12) . 

The increase in coarse clay and decrease in fine clay at 19-25 inches clearly 
show chat illuviacion of fine clay such as characterizes gray-brown podzolic soils 
muse here be absent or of entirely subordinate importance. Was fine clay trans
ported co gre-acer depths co be deposited ar 54-94 inches? If so, why is there so 
little in the 94-100 inch sample? No clear answer co these questions can be de
duced from the mechanical analyses alone. We shall return to them later in con
sidering mineralogical and chemical evidence. 

(5) Neutralization Capacity of Clay Fractions. 
The cation exchange capacities (neutralization capacities in chis case) were 

determined by averaging the values obtained from the titration curves with 
Ca(OH)2 and KOH (secrion D under Mineralogy of the Clay Fractions). These 
values are shown in Table 5. The capacities of both che coarse and the fine clays 
were essentially cons cant down co sample 8 ( che B3 horizon) and chen increased 
slightly to sample 12. Hydrous micas wich some expanded layers and kaolinite 
have been established as che clay minerals on che basis of X-ray diffraction data. 
Kaolinite wich an exchange capacity of 5 to 10 m.e. per 100 gm., and illite with 
25 co 30 m.e. cannot account for the coral exchange capacity. If the expanded 
mica Ia yers have a capacity of about 100 m.e. per 100 gm., chen a combination 
of 40 percent kaolinite, 40 percent illite, and 20 percent expanded layers would 
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give an additive carion exchange capacity of rhe proper order of magnitude. 
Ocher combinations were possible bur chis fitted che X-ray data of the coarse 
clays besr. Considering the diffuse nature of the X-ray reflections from the fine 
clays, any calculated combination would ·be little better chan a guess. The capaci
cies of the fine and coarse clays were rather similar, indicating that the exchange 
capacity was nor a function of particle size. Expanded layers are probably present 
and the fine clays may well contain more expanded material than is indicated by 
che X-ray results. 

TABLE 5--THE NEUTRALIZATION CAPACITIES OF THE CLAY FRACTIONS 
IN MILLIEQUIVALENT'S PER 100 GRAMS 

Fine Clay Coarse Clay 
<0.2 2-0.2 

Sample No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Micron 
40 
43 
48 
40 
42 
42 
40 
40 
45 
45 
51 
49 

C. Chemical Characteristics of the H agerstown Profile. 

(I) Cation Exchange Properties. 

Micron 
26 
40 
26 
28 
30 
30 
30 
37 
40 
39 
39 
32 

A preliminary series of determinations of exchangeable Ca, Mg, K, and H 
were made using the rapid resting procedure of Graham (20). Ic was found char 
the sum of the cations did nor agree well with the cation exchange capacities 
calculated from the contents of coarse and fine clay and their respective neutrali
zation capacities. A more detailed study of the exchangeable cations and coral ex
change capacity was therefore undertaken. The ammonium acetate method was 
used for exchangeable Ca, Mg, K, and H; with direct distillation of rhe am
monium-samrated soil tO give rhe rota! exchange capacity. Another value of the 
C. E. C. was obtained by the semi-micro potassium acetate method of Swindale and 
Fieldes (57). Thus, four values of the C.E.C. were available for comparison: two 
direct dererminacions; one comprising the . .s.um of the Ca, Mg, K, and H re
leased by ammonium acetate; and one calculated from the content of coarse and 
fine clay and their respective neutralization capacities. Table 6 contains these re· 
suits. 

The porassium acetate and ammonium. acetate methods are in fair agreement 
except in samples 1 and 12. The sum of the replaceable cations gives values ap
preciably lower chan the ammonia distillation. It is nor likely char exchangeable 
Na (nor determined) makes up much of this difference. Probably the exchange-
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able H is underestimated in che rirracion procedure. The cacion exchange capaci
ty of che clay accouncs for mosc of che weal capacity except in samples 1 and 
12. Since expanded micaceous minerals were presenc, it is quite likely rhac the 
sih fractions may have an appreciable capacity. 

The failure of che rapid cesring procedure was largely accounted for by the 
cenaciry with which che clay held divalent cations. It gave low values for Ca and 
Mg in samples 8 to 11 which, as will be shown later, have very high bonding 
energies for Ca. The individu2l resul ts for Ca, Mg, K, and H are given in Table 
7. The proportion of exchange-able magnesium is high throughout and it ex
ceeds calcium in samples 6 and 7. 

TABLE 6--CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITIES OF HAGERSTOWN SAMPLES 
AS DETERMINED BY DIFFERENT METHODS 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

(Milllequlvalents per 100 gm. dry soil) 

6- 7 inches 20.2 12.7 9.4 
7 - 10 14.2 13.0 9.2 

10- 12 16.0 14.6 10.7 
12- 19 I7.I 15.3 11.0 
19- 25 I7.4 16.2 11.7 
25- 33 20.4 18.7 13.8 
33- 43 22.3 22.9 16.0 
43- 54 30. 1 30.0 20.0 
54- 64 43.0 37.0 31.4 
64- 76 47.5 42.2 30.6 
76- 94 46.5 42.8 30.2 
94-100 41.4 26.3 36.9 

c. E. c. 
of Clay 

6.8 
12.5 
13.5 
13.1 
13.9 
17.6 
20.2 
27.0 
36.9 
35.8 
41.6 
17.3 

TABLE ?--EXCHANGEABLE CATIONS RELEASED BY N. AMMONIUM ACETATE 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

(Milliequlvalents per 100 gm. dry soil) 
Depth Ca M~ 

6- 7 inches 6 .25 2. 9 
7- 10 5.44 2.36 

10- 12 6.13 2.66 
12- 19 4.23 2.69 
19- 25 3.05 2.84 
25- 33 2.48 2. 74 
33- 43 2.98 3.66 
43- 54 5.97 5.97 
54- 64 16.0 11.2 
64- 76 16.0 13.1 
76- 94 16.5 13.3 
94-100 21.5 14.2 

(2) Other Chenzical CharacteriJtics. 

K 
6.28 

.19 

.20 

.21 

.19 

.23 

.26 

.29 

.33 

.39 

.33 

.23 

H 
6.43 
1.18 
1.70 
3.83 
5.65 
8.30 
9.15 
8.09 
3.83 
1.06 

Three ocher decerminadons were made on all samples; soil-wacer pH, organic 
matter (wee oxidation) and available P20 5 • The rapid methods described by 
Graham (20) were employed. Table 8 presents the results. 

The pH figures were very uniform from 12 co 54 inches depth and indicated 
a highly unsaruraced exchange complex. This is confirmed by the figures for ex-
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changeable hydrogen. The layer ar 64 co 76 inches was neurral and rhe lower 

samples were slighrly alkaline as expected close to the limestone. 
The organic matter content was low from the 12-inch depth downward. The 

ava ilable phosphorus, as determined with Bray's strong reagent, was very low 

throughout the profile. 

TABLE 8 --FURTHER CHEMICAL DATA ON HAGERSTOWN SOIL 

Sampl e No. 
1 
2 
9 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Dept h 
0- 7 Inches 
7- 10 

10- 12 
12- 19 
19- 25 
25- 33 
33- 43 
43- 54 
54- 64 
64- 76 
76- 94 
94-100 

pH 
6.3 
6.2 
6.0 
4.6 
4.8 
4.8 
4.8 
4.8 
5.6 
7.0 
7.3 
7.7 

'f) Organic 
Matter 

1.87 
0.98 
1.04 
0.57 

.33 

.42 

.33 

.45 

.37 

.62 

.50 

.61 

Available P2o5 
Lbs./Acre 

20 
17 
13 
22 
16 
15 
22 
16 
18 
16 
28 
52 

MINERALOGY OF THE SAND AN D SILT FRACTIONS 

Light Minerals. 

The rwo fractions, 50-20p. and 20-5p., of the profile samples were examined 

by X-ray diffraction using standard techniques (12). Quamirative determinations 

were nor a trempred, bur broad conclusions about rhe proportions of different con

stituents were based on line intensities. 
In the very fine sand fraction (50-20p.) quartz was che predominant con

sriruenr in samples 1 co 11. In all these samples feldspars and micas were de

recced in trace amounts. No ocher consciruents were identified. T he same result 

was found for sample 13, the residue of che limestone immediately below the 

soil profile. The residue of sample 14, the limestone outcrop, showed only quam. 

Sample 12, rhe soil resting upon rhe limestone, was entirely different in mineral 

composition in the 50-20p. fraction . It contained no quartz bur an incense mica 
pattern was obtained, accompanied by a srrong 7.2 A reflection. Pan of rhe sam

ple was exrracred with hot lN hydrochloric acid and parr was heated ro 340", 

450, 550 and 650° C. The acid crearmenr brought little magnesium imo solution, 

so chloriccs were absent. The 7 A line diminished in intensity with heating and 

disappeared afrer rhe 650° C uearmenr. I r was concluded char a mixture of a 

diocrahedral mica with kaolinite was present. 
The mineral distribution in rhe 20-5p. fractions resembled closely char in 

the very fine sand. In samples 1 to 11 quartz was rhe predominant mineral with 

trace ro minor amounts of feldspar and mica. The mica tended ro increase in 
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amount slighcly with depth. Kaolinite was identified in samples 9 to 12. Quartz 
was absent from sample 12, which consisted of mica and kaolinite. The residue 
from sample 13, the limestone immediately below the profile, also contained 
kaolinite and mica, but no quartz. Outcrop number 14 contained mica only in 
the 2(). 5JL fraction. 

In summary it is clear chat from the surface down ro 94 inches the chief 
sand and silt mineral is quartz. Feldspars are present but of minor amount. Traces 
of mica were present from rhe surface down co 54 inches. Below this depth 
there was an increase in the mica content. Sample 12, at 94-100 inches consisted 
of a mixture of mica and kaolinite. The residue of the limestone immediately 
below it con rained quarrz, mica and kaolinite. 

These results are cerrainly nor consistent with the view char rhe high con
rem of clay in samples 9 ro 11 is due ro clay formation from ocher minerals. The 
feldspars arc present only in rrace amounts, even where rhe soil reaction is 
neutral or slighcly alkaline. Feldspar decomposition could nor account for all the 
clay found. The mica content of samples 9 co 11 in the silt and sand, if extended 
through rhe overlying layers ro rhe surface, would nor provide sufficient parent 
material for che clay. We are forced co conclude char much of rhe clay is either 
inherited as such or is only slighcly changed from finely divided micaceous min
erals. There is no evidence char appreciable quantities have been produced by 
weathering of coarser mineral grains. 

Heavy Minerals. 

The very line sand fraction (20-50 microns) isolated in the mechanical 
analysis was the coarsest material having an adequate amount of material for 
heavy mineral separations. This separation was done with the technique our
lined by Jeffries (27) and s-cerrabromoechane adjusted co a specific gravity of 
2.85 with nitrobenzene. There was a continual decrease within the size fraction 
down ro the B,. horizon and a sharp increase at the C horizon. Since there is a 
decrease in the 20-50 micron fraction with depth, it is nor surprising co find a 
marked decrease in rhe heavy minerals when expressed as percent of the coral 
soil. 

Pocrions of rhe heavy mineral fractions were mounted on microscope slides 
using Canada Balsam as che adhesive and reference index of refraction. A cursory 
examination of che slides showed char, with che exception of sample number 
12, the minerals were nearly all cloudy, pieced and/or anhedral. 
Quarrz was found in all horizons and consisted of irregular grains showing a 
marked wavy exrincrion. Authigenic outgrowths were abundant and showed the 
same extinction position as the central crystal. All rhe quarrz was cloudy, with 
opaque or gas-like inclusions, and rhe central crystals had a very high relief. 
Presumably, che central core was primary quartz carrying an iron oxide coating. 
The outgrowths which were nor euhedral probably were formed in che dolomite. 
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The wavy extinction extending over the outgrowth might indicare char the whole 
is a remnant of a previous cycle in which metamorphism rook place. However, 
no authigenic quartz was found in the light mineral fraction of any horizon. 

Zircon was present as stubby or elongated crystals with one or both ends 
pyramidal. Inclusions were always present, sometimes as needles running along 
che ccysral. Twinning was shown by only one cry seal in the bottom horizon. The 
amount of zircon was rather uniform down the profile bur doubled in sample 
number 12. 

Rutile was the anhedral, fractured, amber-colored type. No euhedral or red
dish grains were found. Fragments resembling broken glass were common. The 
amount of rutile was much more variable chan the zircon, no regular distribu
tion pattern being evident. 

Bluish tourmaline was the only variery of this mineral species present. Us
ually the crysrals were prismatic wi th irregular ends but a few crystals were 
anhedral. Red garnet was found throughout the profile and a few broken crystals 
of hornblende were found in the rwo surface horizons. 

There were approximately equal amounrs of zircon, rutile and tourmaline 
in all che horizons except number 12, and in every case but in number 12 the 
amount of each was less chan 10 percent of che heavy fraction. In horizon 12 
che zircon was greater chan 10 percent and was about double che rutile or tour
maline. 

There was an abundance of opaque minerals in che horizons above che C 
horizon. A sharp drop occurred ac che C horizon and che amount decreased co 
only a few crystals in horizon 12. No euhedral crystals were found and the vari
ous sharp, rounded, massive or knoby forms were present in all horizons. An 
attempt was made co identify these minerals by oblique illumination but it was 
unsuccessfuL 

Spectrographic Determinations. 

The evidence of the mechanical analyses, combined with che relative uni
formity in species of heavy mineral, poinrs to che presence of deposicional dif
ferences in the original limestone residues from which the soil horizons were 
derived. These differences might be expectea to show themselves aiso in varying 
ratios for pairs of the resistant heavy minerals and in somewhat varying particle 
size distribution for a given resistant mineral. Quancicacive spectrographic meth
ods had been worked out for boron, zirconium and titanium, which are charac
teristic elements of the resistant minerals tourmaline, zicron and rutile. Thus we 
decided co determine these elements in che cwo sand fractions 0.05- .01 mm and 
0.1-0.25 mm. The resulrs are in Table 9 in the form of ratios, which in absence 
of deposi tional variation should be constant for each column. 

Considerable variarion is shown in all the ratios examined; hence deposi
cional variation is strongly indicated. 



TABLE 9--RATIOS OF ZIRCONIUM, BORON, AND TITANIUM IN TWO SAND F RACTIONS OF THE HAGERSTOWN PROFILE 
0.05-0.l mm o. i -0.25 mm s · 

0
. t .b t · 0.05-0.l mm 

Hori- - lZe IS rl u •on 0.1-0.25 mm 
zon B/Zr B/Ti Zr/Ti B/Zr B/Ti Zr/Ti B Zr Ti 

1 0.0591 0.0162 0.275 0.135 0.0250 0.186 0.74 1.69 1.14 
2 0.0523 0.0173 0.331 0.121 0.0264 0.218 1.55 3.58 2.36 
3 0.115 0.0192 0.167 0.200 0.0267 0.133 1.92 3.33 2.67 
4 0.0521 0.0173 0.332 0.100 0.0200 0.200 1.73 3.32 2.00 
5 0.0500 0.0175 0.350 0.140 0.0191 0.146 1.67 4.67 1.82 
6 0.1450 0.0169 0.375 0.257 0.0253 0.0986 1.50 8.57 2.25 
7 0.0756 0.0189 0.250 0.300 0.0389 0.130 1.13 4.50 2.34 
8 0.165 0.0275 0.167 0.380 0.0316 0.0833 1. 74 4.00 2.00 
9 0.550 0.0379 0.0689 0.642 0.0367 0.0571 1.43 1.67 1.38 

10 1.14 0.100 0.0880 0.833 0.0652 0.0783 1.67 1.22 1.09 
11 0.938 0.0714 0.0761 0.431 0.0363 0.0842 2.17 1.00 1.11 
12 ----- ----- 0.513 0.0514 0.100 
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MINERALOGY O F TH E CLAY FRACTION S 

X -ray Determinations. 

Various standard techniques were used which included the use of oriented 
and non-oriented specimens. Portions of the clays were saturated with K and 
Mg ions and thin films were prepared by drying a suspension of the day on a 
glass microscope slide. The K-rreared clays were heaced, successively, co rempera
rures of 100, 350 and 550° C and diffraction patterns subsequently taken. The 
Mg-rreared clays were solvated with ethylene glycol according co the method 
proposed by Brunton (1 1). 

The Ca-sarurared clay suspensions from rhe electro-chemical experimentS 
were dried, ground through a 300 mesh sieve and examined by the powder meth
od in order co observe prismatic reflections. 

Coarse Clay: Representative X-ray patterns of che oriented films of rhe coarse 
day (2-0.2 micron) using Cu radiation are shown in Figure 1. The gycoiarcd 
Mg-sacuraced clays have an abundance of expanded micaceous layers, which col
lapse ro 10 A when K-sarurared and heated co 100° C. T he disappearance of che 
7 A and the 3.6 A lines when the specimen was heated ro 500° C indicates char 
kaolinite had been present and was reduced to an amorphous scare. 

Quartz is present in small amounts in che rop eight horizons and in scill 
smaller amounts in rhe boccom four horrizons, as judged by the 4.27 A reflec
tion. Kaolin ite is consranr in amount in all horizons bur rhe bottom one (num
ber 12) . In ir, the reflections are very sharp and incense; they indicate either an 
increase in amount o r a more un iform crystalline material chan in the ocher hori
zons. There were indicarions rhar traces of feldspars wre present throughout, as 
shown by small 3.2 A peaks, bur these peaks were not reproducible. 

The chief differences in the coarse clay from horizon to horizon are in che 
expanded micaceous material (Figure 2). When ic is Mg-sarura red and g lyco
laced, there is a partial expansion ro 14-15 A and co 17 A. The 17 A peaks indi
cate a monrmorillonicic materia l, and the 14 A peaks indicate a vermiculiric or 
mixed layer aggregate. The presence of chlorite was ruled our since all the layers 
coilapse ro 10 A when K-sacuraced and heated to 100° C. Both rhe 17 and 14 A 
reflections are present in rhe upper six horizons and only the 14 A reflections 
appear in che lower six horizons. The proponion of expanded 2:1 layer silicares 
could nor be determined. . 

The coarse clay fraction of che whole profile showed a very striking simi
larity, in general, in the amounts and kinds of clay minerals in each horizon. 
Kaolinite makes up possibly half of the material and the 2:1 layer silicates make 
up rhe remainder with minor amounts of quartz. The iron oxides were either 
nor well crystallized or present in amounts coo small ro show distinctive and 
reproducible peaks in rhe X-ray patterns. 

The non-oriencared powder patterns of che coarse clay showed (060) reflec
tions in this region (21). Since kaolinite was a major constituent in all rhe coarse 
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Fig. 1-X-ray diffraction patterns of oriented coarse clay fractions of three representative horizons of 
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HAGERSTOWN 2-0·2 MICRON MG- GLYCOL 
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Fig. 2 - X-ray diffraction patterns of oriented coarse clay fractions from all 
Hagerstown horizons. Magnesium days expanded with ethylene glycol. 
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clays, ic was impossible ro scace conclusively char the micaceous material was 
dioccahedcal. 

Fine Clay: The fine clay ( < 0.2 micron) consisted of kaoiin and micaceous 
materia l (Figure 3). T he oricnced Mg-g !ycolaced specimensof.che cop eight hori
zons gave a broad reflection zone extending from 15 co 20 A with small peaks 
superimposed and wich the peak posicion ac about 17 A. (Figure 4) In horizons 
9, 10 and 11 rhere was a 14 A/eak along with 17 A reflection. In rhe borrom 
horizon, there was a strong 14 peak and a weak 17 A one. In situations of this 
kind it is virtually impossible to estimate, even qualirarively, the amounts of each 
mineral in che fine clays. On rhe basis of the K-cla)' patterns, the amount of 
kaolin was judged to be small. 

The unorienced powder patterns of che fine clay, like che coarse clay, all 
gave (060) reflections ac L.49 co 1.50 A. This reflection could nor primarily have 
been due co kaolin in chis case since only small amounts were present. It can be 
concluded char the micaceous material of rhe fine day was dioctahedral. It seems 
probable that the mic:~ceous m:~cerial of che coarse day was similar. 

Comparison with Gla11conites: It was pointed out in che section dealing with 
the geology of rhe sampling area char che Bonneterre dolomite varies from place 
co place. One of the differences was the color of che associated clay material. The 
day minera l in the formation norrheasc of the Sr. Francois Mountains has been 
recognized as glauconite (53). Ic was clear char the day in the rock near the 
sampling sire should be examined to demonstrate whether or nor ic was glau
conite. Before dealing wich the analytical results, the characceriscic features of 
glauconite will be discussed. 

Although R oss (53) had described it earlier, Gruner (22) was the first co 
make a systematic study of glauconite. One of the samples he studied was from 
the Bonneterre dolomite near che town of Bonne Terre, Mo. He assigned chis 
sample co che muscovite group wich che following lattice parameters: a., = 5.25 
A ; b., = 9.10 A; c0 = 19.96 A. The X-ray pattern, shown in Table 10, will be 
discussed later. 

Hendricks and Ross (24) made an elaborate study of glauconite, analyzing 
some 40 samples co get an average or ideal formula: 
K .ss AI .• a Fe;•OG Fe~;;. Mg.,. Si, .• , A1.3s 0 ,0 (OH). 
The glauconites char they analyzed may be noted for their regularity in chemical 
com posicion. The average nonexchangeable K was 0.84 acorns per unit cell and 
was always less chan I. Si varied from 3.58 co 3.75 in the tetrahedral layrr. Mg 
varied from 0.35 co 0.45 while the aluminum varied from 0.12 co 1.27 atoms per 
unit cell in the octahedral layer. T he ratio of Fe·• acorns co Fe'" atoms in the 
octahedral layer was between 4.1 and 6.2. Glauconite is a hepcaphyllire mica in 
which the octahedral ions are exceptionally conscaoc, varying between 2 and 2.09. 

Recently, Hoebeke and Dekeyser (25) h2ve carried out a series of physical 
and chemical measurements of a glauconir.: sample from Beigium and compared 
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HAGERSTOWN 0·2 MICRON MG- GLYCOL 
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Fig. 4-X-ray diffraction patterns of oriented 
tlne clay fractions from all Hagerstown hori
zons. Magnesium clays expanded with ethylene 
glycol. 
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che results with chose of Gruner (22) and Hendricks and Ross (24). Thermal 
analysis indic-lred char oxidation of the ferrous iron and a change in color from 
green co brown occurred at 3 75 °, and char the loss of larrice 0 H occurred at 
585° C. At 975° C magnetite was formed bur when che sample was pretreated 
wich H20~. hemacice was formed inscead. The X-ray difff'accion patterns showed 
a similarity co muscovite and to che pattern published by Gruner (22). The min· 
era! formula, as calculated from chemical analysis of the acid created material, 
was rather similar co chose cited by Hendricks and Ross (24). The ferric-ferrous 
ion ratio was 9 in contrast ro the range 4.1 tO 6.2 found earlier. The laccice charge 
was 0.84 whereas the external cations equalled 1.16 cacion equivalents. A recal· 
culacion of the chemical analysis by che auchor gave a slighcly different chemical 
formula with a laccice charge of 1.00 and 0.55 external cation eq uivalents. No 
explanation could be found for the discrepancy except that exchangeable h)•dro
gen ions may have been present. 

The most controversial pan of their paper concerns the supposition of fer· 
rous ions in che cerrahedral layer. By a series of subtle arguments chey arrived ac 
chis hyporhesis and acccmpced co prove it by differential race of solution of the 
octahedral and tetrahedral layers in dilute HCI. Ac the rime when the octahedral 
aluminium and ferric ions had been removed, the mineral was still green and all 
che ferrous ions were still present in the residue. Continued treatment bleached 
che residue. The fact t hat ferrous ions were much coo large for tetrahedral co· 
ordination can be overcome as they claim char the small amounts of ferrous ions 
present would cause on ly a small average deformation. 

In summary, ic is found char glauconite is a green dioccahedral day mineral, 
normally very fine-grained bur occasionally occurring in microscopic crystals (24}. 
Irs chemical formula differs from muscovite in two respects. 

First, in muscovite the uniform lattice charge of 1.00 per formub is due 
solely co the proxying of AI for one Si in every four in the tetrahedral layer. 
Glauconite has an average charge of 0.84 per formula, almosr equally divided 
between che octahedral and cecrahedral layers. 

Second, the muscovite formula , unlike char of glauconite, contains no ap· 
preciable ferric, ferrous or magnesium ions. Glauconite, on che ocher hand, has been 
classified as a member of the illice group since ic has a similar X-ray di ffraction 
pattern (22) and a similar laccice-charge distribution (24). The 060 reflection at 
1.51 falls berween char of a dioccahedral mica ac l. 50 and char of a crioccahcdral 
mica at 1.~3 and is a consequence of che high iron concenc of che octahedral 
layer. It differs chemically from che typical dioccahcdral illices (21) in char it has 
a high ferric ion content in rhe octahedral layer and an appreciable amount of 
ferrous ion in the lattice. Polymorphism of glauconite is difficulc co esrablish, 
since the extinctions of che characceriscic reflections may be governed by struc· 
rural as well as geometrical factors (10). There is evidence char ic may have a 
single-layer mica srruccure. 
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The concept of glauconite as a mineral species has recently been examined 
by Burst (13) who studied a series of marine deposits from rhe Gulf of Mexico. 
A wide series of compositions was found ranging from chose formerl y regarded 
as cypical of glauconite co some which were very close to illite. On the basis of 
X-ray and chemical evidence che compositions were assigned co four groups. A 
clay mineral intermediate between glauconite and illice has been described by 
Keller (31) in an occurrence in the Morrison formation in Colorado. 

A drill core of rhe eascern Bonneterre dolomite con raining glauconite was 
obtained through rhe courcesy of Dr. C. S. Ross. The insoluble residue was ob
tained by warming che shaccered sample wich a strong potassium acid phthalate
HCI buffer at pH 3. The clay fraction of it and of New Jersey Greensand 
(Wards) were separated by mild trituration and sedimentation. 

Oriented specimens were prepared on porous ceramic tile according co the 
method developed by Kincer and Diamond (32). This has the advantage over 
the g lass slide technique in char various creacmencs can be given co che same 
specimen without altering it and, in so doing, rhe specimen variation is elimi
nated in che interpretacion of rhe X-ray patterns. 

X-ray patterns of che oriented specimens of rhe cwo glauconites are com
pared with those of che rock underlying che profile (sample 13) and the outcrop 
(sample 14) in Figure 5. The cwo glauconites showed very sharp 10 A peaks, 
while sampies 13 and 14 had rather broad peaks in che 10 A region when dry 
and when glycolated. 

Since the basal spacings of all four were over 10 A, hydrated and expanded 
layers muse have been present. The addition of che glycol decreased che spacing 
in all bur che drill core specimen, indicating char hydrated layers had been pres
ent. 

To determine if the acid creacmenc had any marked effect, the New Jersey 
Greensand oriented specimen was treated wich hot O.lN acetic acid, followed by 
0.1N sodium acetate and washed. The patterns of the sodium greensand, dry and 
glycolated, ace also shown in Figure 5, and it is seen chat there is no difference 
in peak position but there is a decrease in intensity and broadening of the whoie 
peak. 

The diffraction patterns of che fine clays ( <0.2 micron) were similar to 
those of the coarse clays in shape and intensity of peaks. Kaolinite was present 
in both che fine and coarse fractions of sample 13. 

The X-ray diffncrion patterns of the non-oriented specimens were obtained 
with a 114.6 mm camera with Co radiation as sources. The data for the four sam
ples lisced above are compared in Table 10 with the d spacings of rhe Bonneterre 
glauconite recorded by Gruner (22). The h k I figures were assigned by Gruner 
on the basis of a muscovite structure. The chree glauconite patterns agree rea
sonably well with one another, and also with the patterns published by Hoebeke 
and Dekeyser (25 ). 
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Fig. 5-X-ray diffraction patterns of oriented specimens of t he coarse clay 
obtained from Bonneterre Dolomite and New J ersey Greensand. 



TABLE 10--X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERNS OF GLAUCONITE AND THE CLAYS FROM THE BONNETERRE DOLOMiTE (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Olauconlte Olauconlle Glauconite 13 (2 -0.2) 14 (2-0.2) ...,, h k I A R.I. A R.I. A R.I. A 'R.i. A R.I. "' 002 9.94 1 10.16 5 10.06 1o 10.06 4 10.3'1 8 6.27 7.19 2 HOB 4.91 t 5.05 t 5.00 1 5.00 3 4..96 3 110 4.49 2 4.56 st 4.56 9 4.52 5 4.51 10 4.39 3 4.41 2 4.30 3 
4.15 1 4.15 i 4.15 1 '?' 02<4 3.67 2b 3.67 3t 3.67 3 3.67 5 3.66 4 -V> 3.55 t 3.54 8 V> 

006 3.31 ·3 3.16 10 3.34 6 3.37 2i 3.35 5 0 
c 025 3.09 lb 3.08 3.10 2 2.98 3i 3.08 3 "' 2.91 t 2.92 1 2.88 > 115 2.86 1 2.80 2.79 2.86 3 
Cl 2.68 i 2.69 1 2.70 1 2.70 :t 2.69 1i "' 116 2.58 4 2.60 5 2.60 9 2.58 2.58 9 r; 

133 2.40 2b 2.40 7 2.45 5 2.46 2 c 
2.271 2 2.35 4. 2.39 5 ~ 040 2.256 i 2.225 9 2.225 2.252 2.248 3 c 

;>:l 2.191 2.161 2. 161 2 2.195 3 2.199 > 043 2.141 1b 2.055 2.145 1 r 
206 1.999 1b 1.998 2 1.977 2 1.998 It m 

X 139B 1.823 i 1.899 1.927 3 1.899 4 "0 1.718 t 1.719 .1. 1.714 1 1.714 4 1.702 4 "' • "' 139 1.656 2b 1.660 3 1.695 3 1.667 4 -::: 1.573 4 1.561 2 
"' 1.554 z 

060 1.516 4 1.518 4 1.516 7 1.509 3t 1.506 5 
...; 
(/) 331 1.501 1 1.498 1.500 1.485 2 -1 335 1.379 .1. 1.408 5 ). 2 
-1 2012 1.337 ib 
0 400 1.306 1 1.313 2 1.307 4 1.299 1 z 264 1.254 .1. 1.263 i 1.247 1 1.265 2 z 

339 1.204 i 1.113 3 1.170 t 1.249 1 
1.050 4 

(1) flonneterro gla uconite, Orunor (22) 
(2) Bonneterre glaucon ite from Ross, x-ray pattern by the author 
(3) New Jersey Greensand 
(4) Bonneterre underlying the soil prome 
(5) Bonneterre clay I rom the outcrop rock specimen 

R.I. Relative Intensity of linea. 
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T he patterns of the clays from samples 13 and 14 appeared tO be similar tO 
the glauconite patterns but there are some significant differences. Characteristic 
kaolinite reflections were shown by sample 13, as was the case with the oriented 
specimens of t his sample. The d spacing of the (060) reflection of glauconite 
(1.516 A) is slightly differenr from chat of samples 13 and 14 {1.509 and 1.506 
A). The {002) reflection at 5.0 A has a lower intensity relative ro the {001) and 
(003) reflections in glauconite than in samples 13 and 14. 

The (060) reflection is close to 1.50 A and the second order basal spacing is 
of the same inrensity as the first and third order for the aluminous dioceahedral 
micas (10). On the other hand, if che octahedral layer is ferriferous, the (060) 
spacing is increased and che second order reflection is weak or absent {10). 
Glauconite, being ferriferous, conforms to rhe latter criterion. The clays in sam
ples 13 and 14 presumably do not contain as much iron as rhe glauconites. 

The lack of the green color in rhe rock samples 13 and 14 may be interpret
ed as being due co the small proportion of ferrous iron, according to rhe work of 
Hoebeke. 

To check rhese inrerprecarions, determination of free iron oxides, coral ferric 
and ferrous iron was carried our on samples 13 and 14. The free iron oxides were 
removed by rhe sodium hydrosulfire mer hod ( 46) and rhe ferrous iron was de
termined by rhe method of Shapiro and Brannock {55). The total iron was de
termined using o-phenanrhroline. The results are shown in Table 11. 

TABLE 11- -THE FREE IRON OXIDES, TOTAL FERRIC AND FERROUS IRON IN 
THE COARSE CLAYS OF THE LIMESTONE RESIDUE FROM BELOW 

THE PROFILE AND FROM THE OUTCROP 
Iron on Basis of 

Total Free Iron Cleaned Residue 
% Oxide,% % % 

Fe3/Fe2 Sample Fe203 Fe203 FeO Fe203 
13 36.1 32.1 0.81 5.90 5.7 
14 10.85 7.38 0.64 3.74 4.5 

The great amounr of free iron oxide removed from sample 13 is surprising 
as there was five times as much of it as was apparently present in che clay lattice 
itself. The net Fe20 3 (rotal-free iron oxides - FeO) is certainly lower chan most 
glauconites and is just above rhe range of values found in most illites {21 ). The 
amount of ferrous iron in boch samples is excrcmely low compared to the amount 
found in rhe glauconites. If pare of the free iron oxides were derived from the 
ferrous and ferric ions in che micaceous mineral lattice, rhe mineral could have 
been glauconite but, according co Hoebeke and Dekeyser (23 ), rhe ferrous ions 
are rhe lasr co be released on acid treatment. 

The general conclusion, therefore, is rhat clay minerals are present through· 
our the profile; in composition they lie berween ill ices and glauconites bur 
closest ro the illites. 
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Electron Microscopy. 

The fine and coarse clays of all the samples were well dispersed with NaOH 
and diluted to 0.005 percent suspensions. Electron micrographs of the twelve soil 
clays were obtained through rhe electron microscope service of rhe University of 
Missouri Physics Department. Electron micrographs of the clays from che dolo
mires were taken by Mr. Maurice Parry of the Science Service, Canada Depart
ment of Agriculture at Orrawa. 

Selected phorographs of the fine clays of che soil horizons are shown in 
Figures 6 and 7. The clays of all che horizons except che lowest had a rather 
similar appearance. The particles were nearly all thin platelets with irreguiar bur 
sharp edges and in some cases actually had hexagonal faces. Elongated th in laths 
were present in small amount down to 94 inches bur predominated in the boc
rom horizon (94-100 inches) . Needle-or rod-shaped particles were sparse. Small 
masses of opaque material, presumably iron oxides, were shown and local dark 
areas appeared on rhe larger platekrs. These dark areas may have been zones of 
decomposition of the layer lattice, where the iron atoms of che lattice had been 
changed ro free iron oxides at rhe surface of the platelet, or fine clay particles. 

T he coarse clays (Figures 8 and 9) also showed this speckled effect. These 
clays displayed a variety of forms in each horizon and portions were selected to 
show che best specimens, rather than to be representative of all the kinds in each 
horizon. In Figure Sa, a thick rounded particle is shown beside several thin 
speckled ones. A thinner rounded panicle in Figure Sd may be compared with 
Sa. The long rod-like particle in Sf is possibly rolled up sheet, from the appear
ance of the lower end. The large thin platelet in Figure 9g is probably che most 
characteristic of all the horizons. In many cases overlapping of these placelecs was 
dearly visible through the particle. The sracked aggregate of hexagonal plarelers 
in 9h showed a marked similarity to published photographs of kaolin. Many 
panicles were found in the profile similar to the one in Figure 9i; i.e., lath-like 
with a jagged termination. This one was unique in that an electron diffraction 
shadow was produced which moved along the particle as the focus was changed. 
Numerous thin euhedral speckled platelecs are shown in 91. 

From the X-ray diffraction analyses, the coarse clay consisted of a substantial 
amount of kaolinite along with illite and expanded micas. The thin, irregular 
shaped, speckled platelets (Figure Se and 9g) were considered to be illite or ex
panded micas and the thicker euhedral cryscais (Figure 9h and i), kaolinite. How
ever, the chin lath-like, speckled platelets were probably 2:1 layer silicates. 

The fine clay of the underlying dolo mice is shown in Figure lOa. This differs 
from mosr of the soil clays in that ic has an abundance of very thin laths or 
"slivers" and some thicker laths and needles. Two fairly thin hexagonal place
lets are also shown. If the soil clays were derived from material such as this, a 
substantial alteration of shape muse have occurred. In Figure 1 Ob, the shadow
case image of a thin platelet from the coarse clay fraction of sample 13 is shown 
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underlying a small rod. This platelet has the same appearance as a sheet of 
muscovite and shows clearly the broken edge of pare of t he sheet. Small but 
thicker masses of material, possibly iron oxides, are also present. 

The fine and coarse clay (Figure lOc and d) of the outcrop dolomite (Sam
ple 14) demonstrate the lath-like and also fibrous nature of the illite material. 
The ex creme thinness of these parcicies is shown in Figure lOc. Some of these 
platelets are made up of less chan six 2:1 layers, as shown by che width of the 
shadows at the particle edges. T he shredded appearance of the ends of the par
ticles is shown only at high magnifications and so could have been missed in 
the photographs of soil cia ys. 

T he photographs of the New Jersey Greensand glauconite (Figure lOe) 
shows the characteristic irregular platelets with holes in them. T hese are prob
ably due co the oxidation and removal of ferrous ions from the lattice and, if so, 
holes could be formed only if the Janice ferrous ions were segregated into zones. 

The electron micrograph of the Bonneterre glauconite obtained from Ross is 
shown in Figure lOf. The material is platy in conrrast co the bladed or fibrous 
nature of the clays obtained from the Bonneterre formation near the sampling 
SIC C. 
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a. 0-7 inches 

b. 7-10 inches 

c. 1 0-12 inches 

- ' .. ·• . 

d. 12-19 inches 

e. 19-25 inches 

f. 25-33 inches 

Fig. 6-Electron micrographs of the fine clay fractions ( <0.2fL) of the Hagers
rown soil horizons 0-33 inches. Magnification 4000-6000 as reproduced. 
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g. 33-43 inches 
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h. 43-54 inches 

i. 54-64 inches 
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37 

J· 64-76 inches 

k. 76-94 inches 

11 J, 

I. 94-100 inches 

Fig. 7-Eleccron micrographs of the fine clay fractions ( <0.2f.L) of the Hagers
town soil horizons 33-100 inches. Magnification 4000-6000 as reproduced. 
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a. 0-7 inches d. 12-19 inches 

c. 10-12 inches f. 2;-33 inches 

Fig. 8-Elecrron micrographs of the coarse clay fractions (2-0.2J.i.) of the Hagers
town soil horizons 0-33 inches. Magnification 4000-6000 as reproduced. 
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Fig. 9-Electron micrographs of the coarse clay fraction (2-0.2f.L) of the Hagers
town soil horizons 33-100 inches. Magnification 4000-6000 as reproduced. 
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Fig. 10-Electron micrographs, magnification 6000·10,000, of the following: (a) 
Fine clay fraction ( <0.2JL) Bonneterre Dolomite (sample 13) undeclying profile. 
(b) Coarse clay fraction (2·0.2!1-) Bonneterre Dolomite (sample 13) underlying 
profile. (c) Fine clay fraction l <0.2JL) Bonneterre Dolomireourcrop (sample 14). 
(d) Coarse clay fraction (2·0.2JL) Bonneterre Dolomite outcrop (sample 14). (e) 
Coarse clay fraction (2·0.2JL), Glauconite from New Jersey Greensand. (f) 
Coarse clay fraction (2-0.2/L) glauconite from Bonneterre dolomite sampled by 
C. S. Ross. 
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D ifferential T hermal Analysis. 

The DifferentiaL ThermaL AnaLysis was carried our by Mr. Richard Lake of 
the Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa. The rwo patterns of 
rhe (a-saturated coarse clays of samples 6 and 12 are shown in Figure 11. Both 
samples gave similar patterns. The first small endothermic peak ar 1 so• C and me 
second larger endothermic peak at 570° Care typical of illite (21, p. 147). The 
lack of a third endothermic peak immediately before the exothermic one ar 
930° C is more a characteristic of t he monrmorillonires chan of illites. The 
minor differences in the two curves are that the 570° C endothermic peak is 
sharper for sample 6 than sample 12 and the position of the final cxorhermic 
peak changes from 920° C in sample 6 co 960° C in sample 12. 

Grim (21) states that the temperature of the final reaction is the only char· 
acrerisric feature distinguishing glauconite from the other illites and chis is sup· 
porred by the results reported by Hoebeke and Dekeyser (25). In the illites quot· 
ed, the high temperature endothermic peak occurs below 900° C whereas with 
glauconites rhis peak is in me range 900-950° C. In the present case the peaks 
at 920° C and 960° C have no significance since the D.T.A. patterns of mixrures 
often bear no relation to the individual constituents (20, p.246) . 

Electrochemical Properties of Clay Fractions. 

The fine and coarse clay fractions separated by the centrifuge and purified by 
electrodialysis were titrated individually with potassium hydroxide and calcium 
hydroxide. From the activity measurements, carried out as described below, ca
tionic bonding energy curves and other derived quantities were calculated. These 
were compared with similar results previously obtained for known clay minerals. 
In this way the remarkable electrochemical properties of these clays were corre
lated with X-ray and chemical evidence as to their nature. 

Method$ 

Preparation of the Ga)'S: The less than 0.2 micron and 2-0.2 micron clays were 
electrod ialyzed, dispersed by stirring, and made co a volume of 200 mi. Aliquots 
were dried and weighed to obtain the concentration of clay. Equal volumes of 
each suspension were pipetted into two 100-ml. volumetric flasks and C02-free 
0.1004 N potassium hydroxide was added to one of che flasks in each case. The 
amount added was calculated to be equivalent to 90 milliequivalenrs per 100 gm. 
of clay for the fine fraction and 60 m.e. per 100 gm. for the coarse fraction. Both 
the H- and the K-suspensions were di luted to volume, mixed and allowed co 
stand with occasional mixing at lease 48 hours or until the ti tration systems 
were made up. Increments of the K-clay suspension were pipetted into ten 25-ml. 
rest rubes in duplicate and sufficient H-Clay was added to make the final volume 
10 mi. Thus, a series of suspensions from zero K to 90 m.e. K per 100 gm. Clay 
was obtained .. The rest rubes were scoppered and shaken slowly overnight in a 
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Fig. 11-Differential T hermal Analys•s .t'attecns of Two Horizons of the Hagerstown Profile. 
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horizontal shaker. The Ca systems were made in a similar manner by adding 
CO~-free 0.0419 N Calcium hyd roxide ro the eleccrodialyzed clays. The cation 
:tccivities and pH values were measured on these systems. 

MeasuremmtJ 

Two series of electrodes (42) were used: H-'iX'yoming bentonite membranes 
previously heated ro 490° C for potassium determinations; Ca-bentonice mem
branes previous ly heated co 415° C for calcium. pH measurements were made on 
che same systems using a g lass electrode and Beckman amplifier. Standard solu
tions of fixed composition (a"= .003; ac,. = .0027) were inside the electrode rubes, 
both in cal ibrations aga inst known solut ions and in the actual determinations. 
In the potassium calibrations, deviations from the theoretical potentials predicted 
by the Ncrnst equation were about -8% at a"=.00033 and -13% at aK = -00011. 
For calcium, slight positive deviations were found at ac. = .0009 and .0003 and 
good agreement at a""= .0001. Calibration curves were drawn. In the clay sys
tems the potentials were transformed into activities using these curves. Correc
tions for hydrogen ions were fou nd necessarr in some Ca systems. All measure
ments were made o n duplicate clay systems, with cwo electrodes in each. One 
hour was allowed for equilibrium. The four measured potentials were corrected 
for asymmetry of the ca lomei h~ lf cells and of the clay membrane electrodes and 
for temperature variations from 25 • C. The corrected values were averaged. Since 
very limited quantities of che clay fractions were available, measurements were 
made ac only one clay concentration in each case. The concentratio ns ranged 
from 0.84 co 0.51% in che potassium series and from 0.7 co 0.30% in the calcium 
series. In such dilute syscems che calculated cationic bonding energies would 
normaliy lie somewhat below chc maximum values for g iven clays. To some ex
rene they wou ld be functions of concentration, but major differences in bonding 
characteristics should show themselves in spice of chis. 

Fr.m111tlt1!ion oj D'''" 

Complete titration curve data can be used in a considerable variety of ways. 
Activities of cations or their negative logarithms, can be plocced against equiva
lents of base used. T he fraction acci ve, ( f = a/ c where a is the measured activiry 
and c the coral concentration of the cacion concerned) can also be plotted against 
amount of base. There is considerable advancage in the use of cationic mean free 

bonding energies, defined b y llF = 1364 log,<>-\. (43) Many important cacion 

differences in different clay minerals find expression in such curves (44) . Because 
of the presence of a liquid junction at the contact of the saturated calomel half 
cell and the clay sys tem, these daca are classified as quasithermodynamic. 

Strictly thermodynamic quantities can also be derived from the same sec of 
measurements. In defining PH, P", or Pea the liquid junctions are alwa)'S present, 
but in d ifferences such as PH-PK, PH- 1hPc., or P.,-Y.!Pca chey are eliminated. 
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Un forcunacel y, chese quanciries are noc high! y characteristic for different clay 

minerals. The curves obtained when they are plocced against cationic composition 
follow the same general course in each case and are only slightly separated one 

from another. PK- \.1 Pen is somewhat more favorable chan the other rwo. At· 

rem prs to use them for characterization have proven disappointing, in spire of 

rhe advantages of their independence of clay concentration or of rhe presence of 

electrolyte impurity. 
However, a fairly sensitive quantity appears when data for rwo separate citra

dons for K and Ca are combined in the following manner. From each titration 

the P 11_ P" and Pu- !.1 Pc·a curves are determined. They are chen subtracted ac 

fixed Pu values; char is when (PH-~Pc3)-(Pu-P,.:) = (P .. - l-1Pca)5 . This quanti
ty is given the suffix s (separate) co distinguish ir from (P..:-~Pca) as deter

mined on mixed K-Ca clays. (P..:- 1h Pca)s expresses a thermodynamic difference 
between K-H and Ca-H clays when the complementary ion is hydrogen ar a 

scared pH. Ir is given in calories per equivalent by mulriplicacion by 1364. lc 
varies somewhat with pH. Different clay minerals give well separated curves 

when (PK-!.1Pca)s is plotted against pH over the middle range, say from 5.5 co 
7.5 Such clara, calculated from Missouri cirrarions are plotted in Figure 16. 

Remits 

Cationic Bonding Energy Curves: The curves for potassium are presented in 
Figure 12 for rhe coarse day and in Figure 13 for rhe fine clay fraction. Samples 

2, 3, and 7 are considerably lower in cl\eir bonding energy for potassium chan 
samples 8·12, in both coarse and fine clay. The ocher samples vary somewhat 

between the rwo fractions. The (DoF)K values of samples 8-12 are high compared 

wirh chose of clay minerals previously examined (44). Over a wide range of 
saturation rhey vary between 1400 and 1800 calories per mole. Putnam clay ac 

2.5 percent concentration also gives high values up co 1800 calories, bur 1 per
cent systems fall lower. Arizona bentonite ar 1.5 percent concentration is the 

only clay we have examined whose bonding energy for potassium rises as high 
as 2000 calories per mole. Considering chat samples 1·12 were ail ac concentra

tions below 1 percent, high values (over 1500 calories) characterize 5 and 8-12 
in the coarse fraction and 1,4, and 8-12 in the fine fraction. 

Comparison of the calcium curves (Figures 14 and 15) with those of known 
clay minerals is even more striking. In all samples the bonding energy of calci

um is much higher chan has previously been found for Putnam clay (3000-3400 

calories) and in many cases ic exceeds 5000 calories per mol. Such values corre
spond co a dissociation of the order of 0.01 co 0.1 percent. The ( D.F)ca values 

previously found for illites were relatively low, around 2800 calories, and chose 
for kaolinite and Wyoming bentonite were somewhat lower still. The highest 

value previously found for a clay mineral was 4200 calories for 1.5 percent Ari
zona bentonite. It is clear chat in all horizons of this profile we have a consci-
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ruem with an extraordinary capacity for the bonding of calcium. In consequence, 
(AF) ca considerably exceeds twice ( AF") . This conscicuem apparencly is most 
concentrated in s~mples 1, 6 , and 7-12 of che fine clay, and in samples 5 ·and 8-11 
of che coarse clay. 

The quantity (PK- \12Pc.)5 : In Figure 16, chis quantity calculated from clara 
obtained in ch is laboracry is plocced against pH over the range 5.5 co 7.5. Here 
disturbing faccors should be at a min imum. In general, (P1c \12 Pc.)s falls wi th 
increas ing pH, and in some cases fairly conscanr values are found ac 7.0 and 7.5. 
The three clays of the moncmorillonice group are well shown by chis composite 
expression of their electrochemical properties. Wyoming bentonite gives values 
in che range 1.36-1.13. Arizona bcnronice and Putnam day fall dose cogecher in 
che range 1.1-0.6. The cwo illites, Maquoketa and Grundice, give values in the 
same range as chose of Wyoming benconire. Kaolinite gives much higher values 
throughout (1.62-1.25 ) . The less common day, accapulg ice, aiso gives values in 
ch is range. Our sample of somewhat impure halloysice gives values from 1.17 

co 0.95. 
Any accempc ro express che electrochemical properties of days by a simple 

number is likely co prove inadequate by itself. Considering char three factors, 
namely, the strengths of bonding for hydrogen, potassium, and calcium are all 
involved in (P K- \12 Pt·a)., a primary mineralogical separation on che basis of ca
tion exchange capacity and X-ray evidence is needed firsr. T hen rhe range of 
electrochemical properties within the broad groups, monrmorillonices, hydrous 
micas and kaolin minerals, can be expressed usefully through chis number and 
its variation with pH. 

The values for samples l-12 coarse clay and fine day are given in Tabks 
12 and 13. Ic is apparenr char (PK- \12Pc·.)s values h igher chan chose of kaolinite 
are q uire common in occurrence, particularly so in rhe coarse clay. When they 
are compared wirh che X-ray results, it becomes appa renr rhac rhe high values 
muse be ascribed co some ocher conscicuenc besides kaolinite . In the fine clay 
fraccion , samples 9 and 1l give higher values for (P"-\12Pca)s than sample 12; 
yet the X-ray results show char 9 and 11 have less kaolinite chan 12. Values ap-

TABLE 12-·HAGERSTOWN FINE CLAY 21.1 · 0.21.1 
(Pk-t Peals from separate titration curves. 

Sam111e No. pH 5.5 6.1i 6.5. 7 .i'l 7.5 
1 2 .07 1.91 1.78 1.58 1.51 
2 1.45 1.24 1.10 
3 1.31 1.23 
4 1.60 1.55 1.46 1.34 
5 1.84 1.60 1.50 1.34 
6 2.28 2.04 1. 75 1.44 
7 1.46 1.39 1.32 1.37 1.28 
8 1.90 1.45 1.44 1.15 
9 1.94 1.92 1.76 1.59 1.49 

10 1.79 1.62 1.51 1.42 1.29 
11 1.82 1.56 1.55 1.48 1.37 
12 1.67 1.53 1.44 1.33 1.18 
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TABLE 13--HAGERSTOWN FINE CLAY, <0.21' 
(Pk-t P ca>s !rom separate titration curves. 

SamEie No. pH s.s u ~.5 7.1! u 
1 1.73 1.64 1.39 1.24 1.19 
2 1.09 1.14 1.06 0.93 0.91 
3 1.84 1.44 1.22 
4 1.64 1.66 1.39 1.33 1.29 
5 1.75 1.69 1.49 1.49 1.40 
6 1.21 1.23 1.20 
7 1.28 1.22 1.09 1.03 1.14 
8 1.90 1.75 1.63 1.56 1.41 
9 2.07 1.86 1.50 1.53 1.33 

10 1.58 1.48 1.42 1.26 1.19 
11 1.80 1.66 1.44 1.30 1.17 
12 1.69 1.57 1.42 1.29 1.30 

preciably higher chan those of kaolinite occur both in the coarse and line clays. 

They do nor appear to be strongly correlated with the appearance of 17 A or 14A 

spacings in che Mg-glycollated clays. Hence ic must be concluded that a major 

consriruenc of mosc horizons of che Hagerscown profile (except possibl)• samples 

2 and 7) gives high values of (P ... -1>2c.).; it shows high bonding for potassiwn 

and extremely high bonding for calcium; and is a diocrahedral mica containing 

more iron than typical illites. 
This remarkable soil clay behaves eleccrochemically as a weaker acid than rypi· 

cal moncmorillonites. It has a high bonding energy for potassium and an excreme

ly high bonding energy for calcium and hydrogen. Under such circumstances the 

leaching process would have an extremely slow effect upon ir. Ir seems possible 

chat the absence of strongly marked pedological features in the soil profile is a 

consequence of the great chemical stability of chis residual clay. It is very differ

em from che Maquoketa and Grundice illites, which are from non-calcareous 

shales and have rela tively low bonding energies for c:~lcium. Further studies on 

e lectrochemical and structural features of che clays of limestone residues should 

be undertaken. The bonding energy relationships for the four cations, sodium, 

potassium, calcium, and magnesium, all of which arc present during the marine 

synthesis of che clays, should be investigated. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Several lines of evidence are in agreement on che presence of deposicional 

differences among different layers of che Hagerstown profile. The mechanical 
analysis, the ratios of resistant heavy minerals and che X-ray evidence on che 

nature of rhe sand, silt and clay fractions all indicate chis. Ic therefore becomes 

difficult to separate the operation of pedological facrors from rhe effect of hetero

geneity in the original limestone residues. The increase in clay concenc below chc 

B horizon is a common feature of limestone soils and is very marked in chis 

profi le. From 54 to 94 inches depth the 2 micron clay averages 85 percent of the 

mineral soil. In che B horizon it increases steadily from 36 percent at 10·12 

inches co 70% ac 43-45 inches. It is possible char some clay was translocated 
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downwards, bur the quantities involved are so great char in any case clay muse 

have formed the major pare of the original limestone residues. The X-ray evi

dence shows only minor v~triacions in the mineralogical nature of the clay, which 

is chiefly a member of rhe illire-glauconire series which some expanded layers 

and a considerable amount of kaolinite. There is no evidence chat pedological 

&crors exerted much chemical influence on chis clay except by extensive loss 

of exchangeable bases. Even the production of expanded layers by hydration of 

micas did nor proceed very far. 
The elenrochemieal evidence provides a reason for chis srabilicy, which 

otherwise would have seemed anomalous. The clays from all horizons except 

possibly che 7-10 inch and 33-43 inch layers of the profile contain a dominant 

constituent with an extraordinarily high bonding energy for calcium. From the 
proportion of exchangeable Ca and Mg still present in the strongly acidic layers 

ic is evident char chis high bonding extends also co magnesium. With some varia

tions, a high bonding energy for potassium is also present. This would be ex

peered from cbe illicic rype of clay found, bur che very high bonding for calcium 

is unlike char of the Maquoketa and Grundire illites from non-caicareous shales 

with which we have previously worked. 
The clay residues from the Bonneterre dolomite, in virrue of chis low dis

sociation of the major exchange cations Ca and Mg, are evidendy very resistant 
co decomposition. If we cake the mean free bonding energy of divalent cations 

on che Hagerstown clay as 5400 calories per mole, as against say 2700 calories for 

a normal illite, chis would imply char loss of divalent cations by leaching would 

only be at one hundredth the race of char of the normal illite. The great stability 

of chis day thus finds a reasonable chemical explanation. Whether chis is a gen

eral feature of the clay residues from limestones remains for future research co 
determine. 

The physical propercies of the Hagerstown soil, which resemble chose of 
kaolinitic soils in many respects, also follow from che eleccrochemical properties 

of che micaceous clay. The low dissociation of divalent cations would cause a 

low zeta pocenrial and a high degree of sensitiveness co coagulation; rhus che 

surface properties would come co resemble chose of kaolinitic clays, bur for en
tirely different scrucrures. 

Certain agriculrural conclusions regarding chis Hagerstown soil can be drawn 

from these results. Obviously, it will respond co adequate liming. The extremely 

high bonding energy for calcium will rend co immobilize the lime in chose layers 
where ic has been applied. Losses by leaching will be very small. If inadequate 

amounts of lime are applied the response is likely co be disappointing, since che 
plane will be competing for firmly held calcium. 

The problems of classification of limestone soils are not solved by chis in
vestigation, bur rhe weight of evidence certainly inclines coward the Hagerstown 

and soils iike ir being placed in a separate category. For reasons previously dis

cussed they do not fie inco the Grey-Brown Podzolic Soils, and there is no cvi-
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dence here for extensive clay decomposition and synrhesis as posrulared by 
Simonson for the Red and Yellow Podzolic Soils. 
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